
CAUSES OF EARLY MARRIAGE ESSAYS

Child marriage is common in many parts of the world, claiming millions of victims annually--and hundreds of thousands
of injuries or deaths.

Source: Legit. The lack of underprivileged social skills, education and the emotional misfortunes are all effects
of before time marriage that escort to a poor life for an innocent child. In this context, it is important to
remember that in halakha , the term "minor" refers to a girl under twelve years and a day. In modern years
families have comprehended that immature marriages are not fine for children. Being married before the age
of 18 has been a social norm in third world countries [refer to Appendix A]. Show More 1. Undoubtedly, the
marriage is one of the most important institutions of the society. A recent study of five very poor villages in
Egypt shows that young girls are being married off to much older men from oil-rich Middle Eastern countries
for family survival UNICEF,  In Imperial China, child marriage was the norm. Education is one of the major
losses to a girl if she is wedded immature. A comprehensive survey of child marriage in Asia by Plan
International has revealed deeply entrenched traditions and views are still forcing young girls into early
marriage. Physical immaturity and health issues. Disputes regarding physical maturity between the involved
parties were to be resolved by a judge , potentially after examination by a female expert witness. This paper
investigates the matter of early marriage in Egypt. Most disturbingly, the normalisation and justification of
male sexual violence, and extreme gender inequity prevail in survey areas. In many cases, a mixture of these
causes results in the imprisonment of children in marriages without their consent. What makes people reject
their own wishes and start relationships as a couple? He can remain single. Many parents from different
beliefs and customs regard that early marriage is essential to safeguard their daughters from these abuses. In
the early twenties of the age they have begun talking and thinking about marriage. In some parts of the world,
people focus more on education and career and they prefer to marry late. When a girl gets to the age around
ten, her parents have previously set a wedding for her and have taken her out of school to get ready the girl to
be married and to have kids. Classical Sunni jurisprudence allows a father to contract a marriage for his
underaged girl. The rights to have a choice were recognized as a principle of law, yet many girls and some
boys enter marriage life without any chance of their rights to choose. Since I married at an early age, early
child-delivery was inevitable.


